
ARTURUM
the Art and Culture offensive

on TV and Internet



Art and Culture for everyone
The genre of Art and Culture is unfortunately not at the top of the 

agenda for the makers  of private television stations.

We say:     wrongly!

Because - as often - a lot depends on how you do it and what you do!

How do you find the right approach, not only for those who are 

already interested, but above all for a broad public who perhaps 

cannot even imagine today that art and culture can be an important 

companion in their everyday life?



Our Approach
With great curiosity, an unspoiled, open and entertaining 

approach, we want to change the way we look at art and culture 

and show that everyone can find his own approach.

Therefore we tell stories about everything that distinguishes art 

and culture.

Who are the people who e.g. feel called to art, music, dance or 

acting. What drives them and how do they manage to live from 

your passion one day?



Topics and Sponsors
Many portraits of Artists and Cultural workers are intended to give 

viewers a deep insight into the scene and show them the spectrum 

behind ARTURUM's thematic world. The field ranges from valuable 

tradition to the current zeitgeist; from Street Art to the Old Masters. 

How does the market work and who are the many sponsors, donors 

and patrons without whom a lot in Art and Culture would not be 

possible? We also want to shed light on this side of things and thus 

honor the commitment of these people and institutions.



You will find ARTURUM

• in the ARTURUM TV-Magazine, a one-hour TV format on Welt der 

Wunder TV.

• in the ARTURUM-Night as TV format on Welt der Wunder TV.

• in the ARTURUM Special as a TV format on Welt der Wunder TV.

with all the above-mentioned contributions and additional pages and 

videos on www.ARTURUM.com and its social media pages.



ARTURUM-TV-Magazine
The ARTURUM TV-Magazine is structured as a one-hour TV 

magazine with several contributions per program.

Once the format has developed, it will be produced up to a weekly 

broadcast.

With a varied mix of topics, we ensure that every viewer finds himself 

and experiences an interesting range of topics. All stories are 

connected by the desire to take people by the hand and to build a 

bridge of understanding through a lot of knowledge transfer and 

entertaining, sometimes "slightly" different approaches.



ARTURUM-Night

In addition to the TV-Magazine, we are planning to offer all artists 

and projects an expanded, exciting stage with ARTURUM-Night. 

In the form of an appeal, we ask interested Artists and Cultural 

workers to create a small video about themselves and their 

respective work. In the Arturum-Night we also show these in-house 

productions once a week and thus offer an expanded and exciting 

stage, especially for young artists, dancers, etc.



ARTURUM-Special
The ARTURUM-Special-Magazine is structured as a one-hour TV 

magazine.

It presents, for example, a museum, a theater, a gallery with its artists, 

a foundation, an art association, an art house, etc. Through a 

diversified mixture of topics we make sure that every viewer finds 

himself or herself and experiences an interesting spectrum of topics. 

All stories are connected by the desire to take people by the hand and 

to build a bridge of understanding through a lot of knowledge transfer 

and entertaining, sometimes "slightly" different approaches.



Welt der Wunder TV

ARTURUM-Magazine, ARTURUM-Night and ARTURUM-Special are 

broadcast on Welt der Wunder TV in Germany, as well as Austria and 

on the second channel Welt der Wunder Schweiz. 

All contributions are repeated several times.

All contributions can also be seen live at

http://www.weltderwunder.de/videos/live



ARTURUM on the Internet

With www.ARTURUM.com and its social media pages, we provide 

all artists, cultural workers and companies an additional platform on 

the Internet.

All contributions broadcast on TV are also shown here.

Here, additional videos can be uploaded free of charge to better 

show the individuality of each artist and project.

Each of the involved persons, companies and foundations can 

additionally present themselves on an own page.



Contact

SUCOM UG (haftungsbeschränkt)

Frau Ute Ohrem or Herr Siegfried Menzel

Arnimstr. 94

D-50825 Köln

Phone: +49 (0)221 – 9874 7195

Internet: www.ARTURUM.com

Mail: info@ ARTURUM.com


